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Abstract
The non-justiciability of fundamental objectives, outlined in chapter II of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999, is by this discourse termed one of the several factors serving as substructure to poor and irresponsible governance in Nigeria. The particular objectives contemplated by this study, derived from chapter II, are: the political, economic, social, educational, health, and environmental objectives. This paper deliberates that abdication of these objectives could be regarded as crime against humanity; because the objectives represent the core values that give any human or group of people a sense of fulfillment of their humanity. It further deliberates that non-justiciability of fundamental objectives is nothing but a paradox, mockery of constitutionalism, and bane of governance. Unfortunately, by virtue of the leeway created by section 6(6)(c) of the Constitution, the Nigerian government cannot be held responsible for failing in these objectives that have been reduced to a mere non-justiciable component of the Nigerian Constitution. Implicitly, a fallout of/follow-up to the non-justiciable element is the ‘untouchability’ of the President, vice President, Governors and their deputies, by virtue of the ‘immunity clause’ contained in section 308 of the Constitution. The consequence of this is that when the tenure of a government fails in its responsibility to the people it governs, by the combined effect of the porous constitutional provisions, it can hardly be held accountable in the present or future. Therefore, this paper, inter alia, considers and proposes the Judiciary as bastion of reparation and restoration; and so adjures it to rise to the occasion of rescuing Nigeria from the failure of the fundamental objectives and directive principle of State policy, like its Indian Counterpart. By employing the doctrinal methodology, this paper explores the origin and rationale for the non-justiciability principle; its introduction into the Nigerian politics and Constitution; a comparison with India, in extracting helpful lessons; the paradox of non-justiciability of supposed fundamental objectives, being a bane of governance in Nigeria; among other pertinent issues.
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1. Introduction
Governance is the activity of governing or controlling a country or a company or an organisation.1 It is also described as the process of decision-making and the process by which decisions are implemented (or not implemented); an analysis of which focuses on the formal and informal actors involved.2 Furthermore, good governance has been categorized as one that, among other things, assures that corruption is minimized, the views of minorities are taken into account, and the voice of the most vulnerable in society are heard in decision-making; and being responsive to the present and future needs of society.3 In Nigeria, particularly within the context of this discourse, perspective to governance seems still strongly rooted in the perspective to governance in old times, which is associated with myth, secrecy, opaqueness, and/or superstition. Taking a clue from the Yoruba, as documented by Johnson, “the government of Yoruba proper is an absolute monarchy; the King is more dreaded than even the gods.”4 Furthermore, Trager, while discussing Yoruba Hometowns, particularly among the Ijesa, observed that “Chiefaincy positions represent important sources of status and influence and can provide access to resources.”5 Again, research has shown that leadership in Yoruba land is vested in an individual who combines political and spiritual duties.6 Implicitly, such leader is absolved of whatever wrongful political actions taken, because of the belief that his actions are sanctioned by the gods. In contemporary times, however, it is practically impossible to discuss governance without reference to the governed, who bestow their consent and legitimacy on the ‘governor’; particularly in view of the fact that the rule of force has become

3 Ibid.
5 Lillian Trager, Yoruba Hometowns: Community, Identity, and Development in Nigeria (Spectrum Books Ltd Ibadan, 2001), p.223. It is important to quickly add that the view expressed by Trager in this regard is not peculiar to the Ijesa, Yoruba, or Nigerians alone. Without doubt, it is a human predisposition, which could afflict anyone who fails to exercise caution while privileged to occupy certain positions of authority.
virtually routed, globally.\(^1\) It however seems the perception held by the governed of public office holders in contemporary times is not much different from what obtained in the old days, as this discourse intends to reveal. In addition, it seems also that Nigeria excessively imbibed the culture from their colonialists (a culture which the colonialist have long discarded) that “the King can do no wrong.”\(^2\) As a result, the culture of impunity has escalated in contemporary Nigeria, with public office holders strutting about with the air of being above the law; self aggrandizement; and the assumption that occupying public offices offers the opportunity of being enriched from public coffers. This appears to be so because holding the reins of governance is perceived more as a personal opportunity than an altruistic responsibility. The altruistic responsibility is captured in chapter II of the Constitution\(^3\) dubbed political, economic, social, educational, and environmental objectives; which as this discourse will show, are most lacking in contemporary Nigeria. The failure and/or refusal to effectuate the objectives has been attributed as a cardinal cause of tension across the ethnic and religious divides of Nigeria’s fragile national entity. It is for this, \textit{inter alia}, that Adediran opined that if the fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policies are enforced, it would possibly avert a looming bloody revolution, which he considered to be imminent, if nothing is done to ameliorate or eradicate the abysmal condition of socio-political and economic infrastructure in Nigeria.\(^4\)

This discourse therefore focuses on certain constitutional provisions that are perceived to have contributed to this misconception of governance in contemporary times, viz.: the fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policy (FODPSP), enunciated in chapter II of the Constitution;\(^5\) and the non-justiciability clause contained in section 6(6)(c) thereof. This paper further considers the paradoxical perspective to these utterly contradictory provisions, which have become a bane of governance in Nigeria. It also considers a cognate constitutional provision, which in the Nigerian parlance is generally termed ‘immunity clause’, applicable to the President and Vice President of Nigeria, and Governor and Deputy of Governor of each State.\(^6\) These, conjoined with other factors, are considered to be the bane of governance in Nigeria; which this paper shall carefully explore in a bid to proffering solutions to the lingering governance quagmire in Nigeria.

2. Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principle of State Policy

The fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policy, as earlier said, are enunciated in chapter II of the Constitution,\(^7\) with focus on the following: political objectives; economic objectives; social objectives; educational objectives; foreign policy objectives; environmental objectives; directive on Nigerian cultures; objectives on the mass media; national ethics; and duties of the citizen.\(^8\) FODPSP are clearly distinguished from the fundamental rights (FRs) elaborated in chapter IV of the Constitution. However, whereas chapter IV is justiciable, chapter II is not.\(^9\) Supposedly, both the FRs and FODPSP are meant for socio-economic and political welfare of the citizens, as well as progress of the nation.\(^10\)

2.1 \textbf{Origin of FODPSP in Nigeria:} FODPSP was first introduced into Nigeria by the Constitution Drafting Committee (CDC) composed to prepare the 1979 Constitution. According to the Report of the CDC,\(^11\)

As the idea of writing provisions concerning Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy into the Constitution is completely new in this country, it is expedient to begin this part of our
Report with a definition of both terms. By Fundamental Objectives we refer to the identification of the ultimate objectives of the Nation whilst Directive Principles of state Policy indicate the paths which lead to those objectives. Fundamental Objectives are ideals towards which the Nation is expected to strive whilst Directive Principles lay down the policies which are expected to be pursued in the efforts of the Nation to realize the national ideals.¹

While stating the rationale for this novel introduction into the Nigerian constitutionalism, the CDC noted in the Report, inter alia, that:

A Constitution … should proclaim the principle on which the State is organized and spell out the ideals and objectives of the social order. Every Constitution is set and operates in the context of certain organizing ideas but these are often left unexpressed. Again this approach to constitution making is out of tune with modern Constitutions. A Constitution should not be simply a code of legally enforceable rules and regulations; it is a charter of government, and government involves relations and concepts that are not amenable to the test of justiciability or capable of enforcement only in courts of law…. Spelling them out in the Constitution provides a yardstick for judging the performance of any government. It invests them with the quality of a constitutional directive to the organs of the state to inform and guide their actions by reference to the declared principles…. The need for such provisions in the Nigerian Constitution is all the greater because of the heterogeneity of the society, the increasing gap between the rich and the poor, the growing cleavage between the social groupings, all of which combine to confuse the nation and bedevil the concerted march to orderly progress. Only an explicit statement of objectives and directive principles which clearly sets the parameters of government and informs its policies and actions can generate a spirit of co-operation, peace, unity and progress. If the fundamental objectives and directive principles are enshrined in the constitution, then this may make them appear less of political slogans, investing them with the quality of constitutional, albeit non-justiciable norms, and thereby making it easier for political leaders, and all public functionaries to establish and show the desired identification with them.²

Before returning to evaluate the above excerpted Report and others like it, it is important to state that the concept of FODPSp is not of Nigerian origin. Tripathi had chronologically traced the concept of rights and directive principles to the American Constitution of 18th century and its interpretation by the judiciary; then the British experience; explicit expression in the German Constitution; the Irish Constitution of 1937; from where it was borrowed and included as the directive principles of state policy in the Indian Constitution.³ Along this line, Olaya attributed the struggle for the entrenchment of rights of man as being part and parcel of revolutions; and by extension to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.⁴ Reddy however proffered the view, with regards to India, that enjoyment of fundamental rights in India preceded revolutions and the perceived ‘age of rights’. He claims that they were enjoyed expressly and otherwise by ancient Indians; to whom this had its roots in the ancient days. With respect to the directive principles, Reddy further opined that “it is the ancient Indian practice of laying down policies, by Dharmaśastras, for the state.⁵ In ancient India the state used to undertake many functions which socialists, ancient and modern, are advocating, yet these went hand in hand with the enlargement of rights and freedom.”⁶ As observed by Akande, “one of the significant innovations of the 1979 Constitution is the inclusion of the chapter on fundamental objectives and directive principles of State Policy, an idea probably borrowed from India.”⁷ While reverberating Orwin and Pangle, Mowoe also stated that:

The introduction of non-political rights into modern constitutions since World War I is becoming more fashionable though for various reasons and with varying status. In Spain, India, and Nigeria for example, they are made non-justiciable. The demand for recognition of some social and economic rights especially in the third world has been prompted by the demands of the changing world economy and the growing need for governments to provide certain basic amenities, which are seen as prerequisites for other rights often recognized under national constitutions.⁸

In India, FODPSp was formulated for the first time under the Sepru Report of 1945 on constitutional

---

¹ Ibid., p.(v), para.3.1
² Ibid., p. (vi), para.3.2-3
⁵ Dharmaśastras are ancient texts, also referred to as the treatises of Hinduism. See “Dharmaśastra”. Available at: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dharmasastra accessed May 31, 2018.
⁶ Reddy (note 20).
development of India. It observed that assurances and guarantees to be given to minorities be divided in such a way that the breaches of some may form the subject of judicial pronouncement, while others may be remedied without recourse to the courts of law.¹

It is important to note that for the other countries that have similar constitutional provisions as the FODPSP, the historical exigencies that necessitated the entrenchment of the FODPSP are radically different from what obtained and led to it in Nigeria. As observed by the CDC, “the need for such provisions in the Nigerian Constitution is all the greater because of the heterogeneity of the society, the increasing gap between the rich and the poor, the growing cleavage between the social groupings, all of which combine to confuse the nation and bedevil the concerted march to orderly progress.”² As shall be substantiated very shortly, the whole essence of the FODPSP, as furnished by the CDC for its entrenchment, has been defeated. The concerns, to wit: the heterogeneity of the society, increasing gap between the rich and the poor, and the growing cleavage between the social groupings, are all in worse condition presently. Hence their being the premise for the FODPSP, about forty years after its first introduction in Nigeria’s Constitution, is no longer tenable.

3. Non-justiciability Principle

The term non-justiciable indicates that a matter is not proper for judicial determination.³ With regards to the FODPSP, the non-justiciability derives from the provision of section 6(6)(c) of the Constitution, to the effect that: “The judicial powers vested in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this section— (c) shall not, except as otherwise provided by this Constitution, extend to any issue or question as to whether any act or omission by any authority or person or as to whether any law or any judicial decision is in conformity with the Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy set out in Chapter II of this Constitution.” As a result, though the said objectives in chapter II are regarded as fundamental, they have been reduced to mere letters with no spirit; having reposed them in the whims and caprices of politicians. It was one of the considerations in Archbishop A.O. Okogie v. The Attorney-General of Lagos State⁴ where the Court held the directive principles of state policy in chapter II of the 1979 Constitution as subsidiary to the fundamental rights under chapter IV. In other words, the FODPSP and fundamental rights are not of equal force; whilst the latter is made up of purely enforceable rights, the former is a mere decorative apparatus embedded within the prerogative of politicians, who may as well end up utilizing it as bargaining chip with the electorate, as hitherto evident in the Nigerian political culture. It is indeed dehumanizing! In Nigeria, the non-justiciability provision is very much comparable to the ‘immunity clause’, contained in section 308 of the Nigerian Constitution; whereby the President of Nigeria and his/her deputy, and the Governor of a State and his/her deputy are generally immune to judicial proceedings during their ‘period of office’. This is essentially to the effect that no civil or criminal proceedings can be instituted or continued against such persons, while in office; they cannot be arrested or imprisoned, while in office; and their appearance in court, while in office, cannot be required or compelled.⁵ The only exception is where they would feature as mere nominal parties. Implicitly, the Constitution confers virtually absolute immunity on Nigeria’s heads of government; understandably, to avoid frivolous distraction from dutifully performing their constitutional responsibilities. Unfortunately, this has been overreached, as Nigeria’s case study reveals repeated abuse of the same constitutional protection by the beneficiaries who end up looming larger than the law of the land. Consequently, drawing inference from the foregoing, the non-justiciability of the FODPSP coupled with the immunity clause end up conferring absolutely unquestionable powers and privileges on Nigeria’s heads of government, who naturally end up being prone to irresponsible governance and self-aggrandizement; knowing they have a virtually absolute shield under the law. At the time of this writing, Nigeria is celebrating the 19th anniversary of her return to democracy (from 1999), and warming up towards another round of national elections. Part of the current debate is on what the populace has benefitted from democratic rule. The response is deeply polarized, mostly in the negative. This then leaves one at a loss on the use of the so-called fundamental provisions, which should have made remarkable positive difference to daily living, but which are not enforceable! Little wonder the argument that the FODPSP shouldn’t have been in the Constitution in the first place, as such, should be expunged.⁶

¹ Ibid., p.273
² Report of the Constitution Drafting Committee (note 17).
⁵ CFRN 1999, s.308(1)-(3).
4. **Highlighted Objectives for Appraisal**

To underscore the point this paper is laboring to establish, it is imperative to highlight some objectives that impinge virtually all Nigerians in their day-to-day operations, consciously or otherwise. Owing to the constricted space of this discourse, only four (out of the very many, contained in chapter II of the Constitution) of such objectives, viz.: security; planned and balanced economic development; medical and health facilities for all persons; and equal and adequate educational opportunities at all levels, shall be evaluated.

4.1 **Security:** One of the first responsibilities of the government to the people of Nigeria, as unequivocally enunciated in the early parts of chapter II is security: “It is hereby, accordingly, declared that... the security and welfare of the people shall be the primary purpose of government.”

It is common knowledge that life and property is anything but safe/secure in Nigeria; particularly with the rampaging Boko Haram and Herders’ terrorist activities. Right from the North-East, to the North-West, down through the North-Central/Middle belt region, security—safety of life and property—has become utterly tenuous and/or near totally absent, as a result of government’s inability to contain terrorists’ domination. The irony in this, however, is that insecurity is most times suffered by the weak and vulnerable in the society; because the rich, influential, and ‘connected’ could always use Police-VIP arrangement, or have their own private security arrangement. Essentially, the government has failed in this objective, which is considered primary for the meaningful existence of every citizen of Nigeria. Connected to this is the federal government’s refusal of state policing. Section 214(1) of the Constitution stipulates that “there shall be a Police force for Nigeria, which shall be known as the Nigeria Police Force, and subject to the provisions of this section no other police force shall be established for the Federation or any part thereof.”

As a result, the Nigerian policing system remains completely centralized and greatly inefficient; thus, the Nigerian masses that deserve protection are the ones bearing the brunt. In addition to this, the Federal Government of Nigeria has refused to allow citizens bear arms for their personal defence and protection; thereby increasing the psychological trauma of insecurity in the society. Therefore, this insecurity situation will most likely persist for as long as it is impossible for the Nigerian people to take legal action against their government and other concerned authorities, for failing to provide effective and efficient protection for their lives and properties. For now, the policy remains merely ornamental in the Constitution, for as long as there is no intention or plan for its execution.

4.2 **Planned and Balanced Economic Development:** To this end it is provided that “the state shall direct its policy towards ensuring the promotion of a planned and balanced economic development.” To put it mildly, Nigeria’s economic development is far from planned and balanced; as a result of which the nation has been grossly stagnated. It is such that economic plan for the nation is mostly uncertain; to start with, budgets are typically passed late, among several other ills bedeviling the economy. Further to planned and balanced economic development is the requirement that “the material resources of the nation are harnessed and distributed as best as possible to serve the common good.” The situation is indeed far from this requirement at the moment. This is against the backdrop that Nigeria still depends, almost solely, on revenue from crude oil; which primarily determines the status of the economy and strength of the currency. The sad compliment to this is the fact that the right to legislate on, and prospect other mineral resources in Nigeria, apart from oil, remains absolutely in the Federal Government. At this rate, the economic development of the nation is naturally retarded. Worse still, the respective states in which the mineral resources are domiciled are precluded from exploring or exploiting the minerals; and they depend largely on the financial allocation given by the Federal Government periodically. Despite this shortcoming, the Federal Government remains un-favourably disposed to the political and economic restructuring of the country and/or devolution of more power and autonomy to the states and/or federating units.

Furthermore, the same section 16 provides that the State shall direct its policy towards ensuring “that the economic system is not operated in such a manner as to permit the concentration of wealth or the means of

---

1 CFRN 1999, s.14(2)(b).
2 Ibid., s.16(2)(a).
3 Ibid., s.17(3)(d).
4 Ibid., s.18(1).
5 See Wehmeier (note1), p.1002: where responsibility is described as a duty, obligation or liability for which someone is held accountable. Responsibility is the word employed by section 13 of the Constitution, imposed on all organs of government, inter alia, in the execution of the FODSPS. Implicitly, this suggests either of two things, at least: confusion on the part of the CDC and the drafters of the 1999 Constitution on what was really intended; and/or outright intention to deceive and defraud the people of Nigeria with respect to this fundamental provision. The fact that chapter II confers responsibility, and in section 6(6)(c) surreptitiously withdraws/nullifies the obligation, is absolutely fraudulent.
6 CFRN 1999, s.14(2)(b).
7 Ibid. Emphasis added.
8 Ibid., s.16(2)(a).
9 Ibid., s.16(2)(b).
production and exchange in the hands of few individuals or of a group...”

It could be said, without fear of contradiction, that there was no other time the letter and spirit of this provision has been more violated than the current democratic dispensation in Nigeria. Sadly, the violation has been enhanced more by the political class who has ensured overtly and covertly that they are financially and every other wise aggrandized, while the masses are incredibly utterly impoverished. A quick example is the so far un-debunked allegation/fact that a Nigerian legislator earns about N3b per annum, while many states insist on their inability to pay the supposed N18,000.00 monthly minimum wage.

This paper submits that the current political class in Nigeria is very conscious of the impotence of Chapter II of the Constitution, as such, it is resolved to take the most advantage of it and pauperise the nation to the peak before any well-meaning regime would be courageous enough to remedy the situation. Hence the vicarious liability of failure to execute the objectives is on “all authorities and persons, exercising legislative, executive or judicial powers.”

They are all (without exception) content with their socio-economic wellbeing, to the exclusion of all others; knowing full well that the objectives are lame, impotent and non-justiciable. The Nigerian non-justiciability clause is a well crafted contraption by the military; which the current dispensation of politicians, by their disposition, are determined to exploit to the fullest.

4.3 Medical and Health Facilities for all Persons: Section 17(3)(d) requires that “the State shall direct its policy towards ensuring that there are adequate medical and health facilities for all persons.” It is a sad commentary that this requirement marks one of the areas of greatest failures of the Nigerian nation. At the time of this writing, health workers (comprising of “all other staff” of government owned hospitals in Nigeria, except medical doctors) have just suspended a forty-three day old strike, a period of which many patients’ lives were consumed. Such strikes have become a recurrent nightmare, either by medical doctors themselves, or the above mentioned all other health workers. In addition to the incessant spate of industrial actions in the health sector, it is no secret that healthcare services in Nigeria are extremely poor. Ironically, most in the political class are aware of this fact, but are content with seeking medical attention abroad, for themselves and their families, to the detriment of “all persons” sought to be protect by section 17(3)(d) of the Constitution. Annoyingly, some of the elected political office holders (including the president of Nigeria himself) are proud to announce their periodic medical vacation abroad, at huge cost, to all who care to listen. It seems obvious that the political class delights in reserving adequate medical and health facilities for themselves alone, with scant concern for other Nigerians.

This also suggests why the policy of providing adequate healthcare would be left to rot eternally in the non-justiciable cocoon. It looks certain that if Nigerians could sue the government and those at the helm of affairs in reserving adequate medical and health facilities for themselves alone, with scant concern for other Nigerians, the situation as presently experience would change for the better. This also accounts for why Nigeria’s Minister of Health could admit in a report, that “health professionals have turned medical tourism into racket.”

Of course, it should be expected! Since the government is not committed to the policy on health—realising it is non-justiciable—, those who are ill and lucre-motivated should be expected to take advantage of government’s inaction. In short, the abysmal status of Nigeria’s medical and health facilities is a sad and dark reflection of the nation’s democratic dispensation, emboldened by the non-justiciability clause.

---

1. Ibid., s.16(2)(e).
4. CFRN 1999, s.13.
5. Ibid., s.17(3)(d).
4.4 **Equal and Adequate Educational Opportunities at all Levels**: The objective contained in section 18(1) is to the effect that “Government shall direct its policy towards ensuring that there are equal and adequate educational opportunities at all levels.” Further, it provides that “Government shall strive to eradicate illiteracy; and to this end Government shall as and when practicable provide: a) free, compulsory and universal primary education; b) free university education; and c) free adult literacy programme.” Without much ado, it is obvious that since 1979 and/or 1999 (as the case may be) to date, this objective has not been deemed practicable. This conclusion is based on the premise that majority of Nigerians are either poorly educated or not at all; terrorist activities and other forms of insurgency is forcing more and more school-age pupils out of school; and, comparatively with the tone of the education policy in the Constitution as cited above, the government cannot be said to be committed to the Nigerian education system. To further establish and/or entrench the disdain for Nigeria’s education system, most of those in the political class and other wealthy Nigerians alike, have fully resorted to patronizing foreign education institutions for themselves and their offspring, at huge cost, and at the expense of Nigerian masses who have no option but to patronize the heavily degraded Nigeria’s education facilities. On the whole, the situation is so and will persist, for a long time as long as Nigeria’s education policy, as noble as it is, remains non-justiciable. In the midst of this, many Nigerian politicians have successfully established their own education institutions, at all levels, to the detriment of the nation’s education institutions.

Time and space fail one to say much on the obviously deplorable condition of Nigerian roads, energy supply crisis, among several other ills confronting the nation; all because the Nigerian political class do not mean well for Nigeria and her citizens, and the constitutional policies encapsulating these basic socio-political and economic benefits are not enforceable; for which no one could be held responsible.

5. **The Paradox of Non-justiciable Fundamental Objectives**

Chapter II of the Nigerian 1999 Constitution, that embodies the Directive Principles, is titled *Fundamental Objectives* and Directive Principles of State Policy. Hence the imperativeness of exploring the meaning of the word ‘fundamental’, to enable this discourse put things in proper perspective. Fundamental is described as “serious and very important; affecting the most central and important parts of something…; forming the source or base from which everything else is made….9” While objective describes “something that you are trying to achieve”.10 The essence of this exploration is the concern that the directive principles of state policy are predicated on certain objectives regarded as fundamental, yet non-justiciable! This is considered the height of contradictions, in other word, deceit. As observed above (paragraph 4.1) in respect of the word ‘responsibility’, the words fundamental objective, responsibility, etc., were merely employed rhetorically with an obvious intention to deceive, mislead, and/or defraud Nigerians. Employing all these terms in chapter II, while surreptitiously deflating/taking the soul out of it, in chapter I, could be termed the height of fraud. It is a sad commentary of Nigeria’s democracy that many political office holders and/or their spouses have become ‘philanthropists’, based on wealth stealthily accumulated from being involved in politics and nothing more. This class, which could be described as a class of ‘accidental philanthropists’ now award paltry scholarships, give tools for various vocations, distribute motorcycles for transportation business (okada), and the likes. In fact, ridiculously, a state governor distributed noodles and other accessories as his own way of empowering his people.11 Whereas, the government this same class of people run cannot prioritize the clearly stated fundamental objectives. For avoidance of doubt, section 13 states clearly that: “It shall be the duty and responsibility of all organs of government, and of all authorities and persons, exercising legislative, executive or judicial powers, to conform to, observe and apply the provisions of this Chapter of this Constitution.”12 Following the affirmation.

1 CFRN 1999.
2 Ibid., s.18(3)(a-c). Emphasis added.
9 Wehmeier (note 1), p.482.
10 Ibid., p.804.
12 CFRN 1999, s.13.
in section 13 are the objectives of social welfare and core elements for the progress of the nation, though seriously and clearly enunciated, but recklessly abandoned to the whims and caprices of the political class, by the non-justiciability clause; to such extent that the social welfare contained in the FODPSP could be deployed to compensate political friends and/or punish perceived and/or actual political enemies. This paper opines that if the provisions of chapter II, as therein enumerated, imposed as “duty” and “responsibility” on all organs of government, authorities and persons exercising legislative, executive or judicial powers, then such duty and responsibility ought to be enforceable; otherwise, the entire provision is reduced to nothing but mockery of constitutionalism. From available information, India, which is Nigeria’s precursor in respect of the FODPSP, is worth looking to for examples and lessons in respect of implementation and/or enforcement.

5.1 **Excerpts from India:** As earlier stated, the FODPSP was more or less directly copied from India. Interestingly, the approach and implementation in India has been progressive. Without doubt, the ‘duty and responsibility’ aspect is taken seriously by all organs of government, authorities, and persons exercising legislative, executive, or judicial powers. In particular, the judiciary has adopted a revolutionary approach to the FODPSP, progressively and incrementally since the advent of the Constitution in 1950. By way of brief highlight, it suffices to say that Part III comprises the fundamental rights, while Part IV comprises the directive principles of state policy. Unlike the Nigerian Constitution in which the non-justiciability clause is tucked away in chapter I, while FODPSP is contained in chapter II; the clause is contained in Article 37, which is the second article under the directive principles of state policy (DPSP); thereby openly disclosing the non-justiciability posture of the Part in issue, from the outset. The constricted space of this paper will only permit a quick consideration of India’s journey through the evolution of the DPSP from beginning to where it presently is. Notably, the Indian judiciary has played a major role in the evolution of the DPSP from a docile state of non-justiciability, to its present state of being equated with the fundamental rights (FRs). The disposition of India to the DPSP has evolved through major stages, to where it is today.

At first, the literal interpretation of Article 37 (the non-justiciability clause) was strictly adhered to; whereby, the directive principles of state principle were regarded by the State and accordingly interpreted by the Court to be subordinate to the fundamental rights. Issues arose on this in *State of Madras v. Champakam Dorairajan,* and the Supreme Court of India stated *inter alia* thus: “The directive principles of State Policy, which by Article 37 are expressly made unenforceable by a court, cannot override the provisions found in Part III, which, notwithstanding other provisions, are expressly made enforceable by appropriate writs, orders or directions under Article 32,… The directive principles of State Policy have to conform to and run as subsidiary to the chapter of Fundamental Rights. In our opinion, that is the correct way in which the provisions found in Parts III and IV have to be understood.” Obviously, this was the decision followed by Agoro J, in the earlier cited *Okogie & Ors v.A.G. Lagos State,* in arriving at a similar verdict. The decision in *Dorairajan* sparked intellectual unrest in the Indian academia, which led to a revolutionary article by Professor Tripathi to the effect that the lawyers’ approach to the directive principles was parochial, injurious and unconstitutional. He averred that fundamental rights ought to be interpreted in the light of the directive principles. That it is the fundamental rights that should be made to conform to and seek their synthesis in the directive principles of state policy and not the other way round.

Due to the constrictive interpretation given by the Court in the *Dorairajan* case, the first amendment of the Indian Constitution took place, introducing Articles 31-A and 31-B, in other to make room for a better interpretation of Parts III and IV by the Courts. After several judicial attempts at improving the interpretation, the opportunity eventually came in *Kesavananda Bharati v. State of Kerala* where the majority decision clearly asserted the importance of the directive principles in the constitutional scheme. Ray J observed that “the main
reason for introducing Articles 31-A and 31-B was to exclude the operation of Part III as a whole from those provisions. The true relationship between the directive principles in Part IV and the fundamental rights in Part III became clear. It was realized that though the liberty of the individual was valuable, it should not operate as an insurmountable barrier against the achievement of the directive principles.” As a result, the directive principles became a guide to the interpretation of the Constitution. While looking for the best approach to adopt in the interpretation of the Constitution its deserved priority position in India, the need arose for the interpretation of the word “State” within the context of Article 12 of the Constitution. It states thus: “In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires, “the State” includes the Government and Parliament of India and the Government and the Legislature of each of the States and all local or other authorities within the territory of India or under the control of the Government of India.” To correctly interpret this, reference was had to Article 36, which states thus: “In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires, “the State” has the same meaning as in Part III.” After much rigorous evaluation and affirmation, it was again reaffirmed in A.R. Antulay v. R.S. Nayak that judiciary is “State” and even the Supreme Court is subject to the constitutional limitations contained in Part III. Consequently, it was reestablished that the Supreme Court was duty bound to apply the DPSP while interpreting the Constitution and the laws. In other words, the judiciary’s law-making function was underscored, and the courts reminded to live up to expectation in this regard, in the discharge of their judicial duties. This was well articulated in State of Karnataka v. Ranganatha Reddy that: “the dialectics of social justice should not be missed if the synthesis of Part III and Part IV is to influence State action and court pronouncements. Constitutional problems cannot be studied in a socio-economic vacuum, since socio-cultural changes are the source of the new values, and sloughing off old legal thought is part of the process of the new equity-loaded legality. A Judge is a social scientist in his role as a constitutional invigilator and fails functionally if he forgets this dimension in his complex duties.”

As a result of the advocated ‘activism’ posture, the directive principle to provide free legal aid was read into fundamental right to life and liberty in M.H. Hoskot v. State of Maharashtra. In which also, the directive to protect and improve the environment was read into the same fundamental right to life and liberty. In Unni Krishnan, J.P. v. State of A.P., the directive of free education for all children up to the age of 14 years was read into the right to life, having regard to the capacity of the State to provide such education. The progression of the evolution had resulted at certain constitutional amendments, and sometimes what some regarded as inconsistent decisions. Importantly, it is instructive that all duty-bound parties in the ‘State of India’ have taken very tangible steps in effectuating the fundamental rights and directive principles of state policy, as enshrined in the Constitution, with the utmost seriousness it deserves. It is evident that since Kesavananda Bharati v. State of Kerala, and later, Minerva Mills Ltd. v. Union of India, the Supreme Court of India has relied more and more on the DPSP in interpreting the Constitution generally and the fundamental rights, in particular.

5.2 Juxtaposition of India and Nigeria: The aim of this juxtaposition is to, without wasting time, distil useful lessons for Nigeria from the above excerpted Indian experience, with respect to the execution of the FRs and the DPSP.

5.2.1 Beginning with the aim of the Constitution Drafting Committee (articulated in para. 2.1, above) in adopting the FODPSP from India, it is clear that like Indians, the CDC identified the ultimate objectives of the
nation, and the paths which lead to those objectives. Just like India realized that the principles are fundamental, so also does Nigeria.

5.2.2 Indians predicated their DPSP on the fact that to Indians, the sense of enjoying rights had their roots from the ancient days.1 Whereas in Nigeria, the need for such provisions was considered all the greater because of the heterogeneity of the society, the increasing gap between the rich and the poor, the growing cleavage between the social groupings, inter alia.2 It thus seem the exigency necessitating the provisions in Nigeria are more dire than that in India; considering also that the exigency had led to a bitter civil war in Nigeria in the past, as a result of which the provisions should have been handled with greater seriousness rather than mere political slogans.3

5.2.3 The non-justiciability of the DPSP in India is disclosed at the beginning of the Part IV (the second provision—Article 37—in that part) of the Constitution; thereby putting the reader on notice of the clear intention of the part. Whereas, the Nigerian Constitution tucks the non-justiciability clause away in Chapter I of the Constitution, while the FODPSP is contained in Chapter II; suggesting an intention to mislead, deceive and or defraud. This is because any reader of the Nigerian Constitution in a hurry to know the FODPSP without patiently going through Chapter I, first, may never be aware of the exclusion clause, to his detriment. As such, the constitutional positioning of the provisions in Nigeria suggests insincerity, ab initio.

5.2.4 The philosophical dispositions of the two countries to the provisions are radically different, which also is responsible for the different result thereof. In ancient India the state used to undertake many functions which socialists, ancient and modern, are advocating; and it went hand in hand with the enlargement of rights and freedom.4 In other words, Indians are predisposed to pursuing the principles/objectives by way of social justice. Whereas, the CDC in Nigeria at the time of enunciating the objectives were only anticipating that political leaders and all public functionaries would establish and show the desire to identify with them.5 While India portrays herself as being naturally inclined to the DPSP, Nigeria shows that the inclination of the objectives is foreign to her. This explains why about 20 years after it first emergence in the Nigerian Constitution, the nation is yet to get the execution of the objectives right.

5.2.5 As seen above in the case of India, the Judiciary was ready to take responsibility for the execution of the principles, thus it took the risk of responsibility in interpreting the provision of the Constitution on the meaning of State to include the judiciary itself, in order to fashion some radical changes in the interest of executing the principles for the benefit of the Nation. Whereas in Nigeria, despite the clarity of section 13 of the Constitution, which reposes liability of execution on all authorities and persons, exercising legislative, executive, or judicial powers, without need for further interpretation, the Courts in Nigeria have not assumed leadership in the implementation like their Indian counterpart. This is at best complicity and conspiracy on all authorities and persons exercising legislative, executive, or judicial powers to perpetually deprive Nigerians from the benefits of the FODPSP.

Interestingly, the CDC at inception envisaged noble objectives for the betterment of a nascent nation just recovering from the effects of a bitter civil war; and anticipating ways to forestall an undesirable reoccurrence. The failure, refusal and/or neglect in respect of expeditiously and passionately executing the objectives, may cause a looming metamorphosis of the objectives to a prediction of doom, perceptible only to the discerning. Due to failure to enliven the FODPSP, the factors of heterogeneity of the Nigerian state, viz.: religion and ethnicity, are now more prominent than ever. The gap between the rich and the poor has now become a huge gulf, and the cleavage between the social groupings is now unimaginable. These were the concerns the CDC sought to forestall; sadly, they are still present with us, increasingly.

6. Conclusion

Although much time has been lost, and those saddled with the constitutional responsibility of effectuating the FODPSP are content with reveling in the mirage of being well provided for justly or otherwise, at the expense and to the neglect of a vast majority; it is yet not too late to salvage the situation, and reverse an impending doom foreseen by the CDC about 20 years ago. In the final analysis, this discourse rests the onus on the Nigerian Judiciary, like its Indian counterpart. In the event that the Executive and/or Legislature refuse to execute the objectives in a manner that will make being Nigerian meaningful to citizens, it is expected that the Judiciary will rise to the occasion and breath live into the FODPSP just like the fundamental rights. With a little more courage, will, and commitment, the Nigerian Judiciary has what it takes to reverse the abysmal condition of the country, as a result of the neglect of the FODPSP. Thereby, it will rescue Nigeria form impending dangers that may result from sustained harrowing deprivation.

---
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